Neuroleptic malignant syndrome (parkinsonism-hyperpyrexia syndrome) after deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus.
Neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS), also called parkinsonism-hyperpyrexia syndrome (PHS), is a severe, general, sometimes fatal, physical reaction, induced by sudden and strong blockade of dopamine receptors. When subthalamic nucleus (STN)-deep brain stimulation (DBS) is used on patients with Parkinson disease (PD), dopaminergic medications are transiently stopped prior to the procedure, and a reduction in the use of drugs is routinely attempted after the procedure. Although a sudden stop or abrupt reduction of dopaminergic medications may set the stage for NMS/PHS, only three cases have been reported after STN-DBS surgery. Here, we describe a 75-year-old woman with PD who experienced delayed onset, yet fatal, PHS after STN-DBS. Although STN-DBS might prevent or suppress PHS, its protective effect is not always complete. We must be aware that fatal PHS can occur when the use of medication for PD is reduced or altered, even when patients are under continuous STN stimulation.